Continuation of neurogenesis in the hippocampus of the adult macaque monkey
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ABSTRACT We present evidence for continuous generation of neurons, oligodendrocytes, and astrocytes in the hippocampal dentate gyrus of adult macaque monkeys, using immunohistochemical double labeling for bromodeoxyuridine and cell-type-specific markers. We estimate that the relative rate of neurogenesis is approximately 10 times less than that reported in the adult rodent dentate gyrus. Nevertheless, the generation of these three cell types in a discreet brain region suggests that a multipotent neural stem cell may be retained in the adult primate hippocampus. This demonstration of adult neurogenesis in nonhuman Old World primates—with their phylogenetic proximity to humans, long life spans, and elaborate cognitive abilities—establishes the macaque as an unexcelled animal model to experimentally investigate issues of neurogenesis in humans and offers new insights into its significance in the adult brain.

Unlike cells in most tissues, which undergo generation and replacement throughout life (1), most neurons of the mammalian brain are entirely generated during early development—either before birth or shortly thereafter—and are not replaced if lost (2, 3). One exception, which was first suspected in rodents 30 years ago (4) and later substantiated (5), is the granule neurons of the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus. These neurons continue to be generated well into adulthood, and their production and survival depend on both genetic (6) and environmental factors (7–11). Evidence has accumulated for neurogenesis in the adult dentate gyrus in other mammals, including a New World monkey, the marmoset (12, 13). Most recently, newly generated cells with neuronal features have been detected in the dentate gyrus of humans, in autopsy material of patients exposed to bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU), a DNA marker, at advanced age (14).

The finding of neurogenesis in adult humans suggests new therapeutic strategies for replacing neurons that have been lost to brain trauma or neurodegenerative disease and may represent a mechanism of adult “neuroplasticity” previously unrecognized in humans (14). However, it also raises important questions that, for practical reasons, cannot be experimentally addressed in the human brain: What is the origin, number, migratory pathway, and terminal fate of these new neurons? What is their survival rate, connectivity, and functional relevance, particularly in a large brain that retains its elaborate cognitive and social abilities over a relatively long life span? Addressing these issues would require a nonhuman primate model as phylogenetically close to humans as possible. We have begun to address some of these questions in macaque monkeys, which, like humans, are also Old World primates, with a hippocampal formation (15, 16) and life-history pattern (17) similar to our own.

The issue of adult neurogenesis in an Old World primate was examined previously in macaque monkeys (Macaca mulatta), by using the method of [3H]thymidine autoradiography and morphologic criteria to detect and identify newly generated neurons (2, 18, 19). Although continued gliogenesis and other nonneuronal cell division were detected in examined structures, which included the spinal cord, thalamus, neocortex, and hippocampus, no convincing evidence for newly generated neurons was found in adult monkeys. In the dentate gyrus, neurogenesis continued postnatally for several months but appeared to cease well before sexual maturity (at 3–4 yr) (18, 19), after which only newly generated astrocytes could be positively identified. It was noted, however, that some small [3H]thymidine-labeled cells in the dentate gyrus of adult monkeys were difficult to classify positively, leaving open the possibility that a low level of neurogenesis might persist into adulthood, which went undetected by the methods then available.

We have reexamined the possibility of neurogenesis in the adult macaque monkey, using more recently developed methods to detect and identify newly generated cells and to examine their possible origin and migratory pathways. We now report evidence for the production of new neurons in the hippocampal dentate gyrus of adult macaque monkeys.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

BrdU Injections. All animal care and experimentation were conducted in accordance with institutional guidelines. Ten adult (5.5 to 16.5 years of age) macaque monkeys, both rhesus (Macaca mulatta) and cynomolgus (Macaca fascicularis), received intravenous injections of BrdU (Sigma) dissolved in 0.9% NaCl with 0.007 N NaOH, 50 mg/kg body weight. Either a single injection was administered or one daily injection for 5 consecutive days. Injections were given between 9:00 a.m. and noon. Animals were sacrificed at 2 hr or after 4, 12, 27, 31, 32, 38, or 72 days.

Immunohistochemistry. For immunoperoxidase staining, animals were anesthetized and perfused with 70% ethanol, and brains were blocked and postfixed overnight at 4°C. Blocks were dehydrated in graded alcohol solutions, cleared in xylene, embedded in paraffin, and serially sectioned at either 8 or 10 μm in the coronal plane. Sections were mounted on glass slides and processed as follows. For proliferating-cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) immunoperoxidase staining, rehydrated sections were blocked then incubated overnight at 4°C with a mouse anti-PCNA antibody (Boehringer Mannheim; 1:500). BrdU immunoperoxidase staining was performed as described previously (20). Briefly, rehydrated sections were placed in 2 N HCl for 1 hr, rinsed, and incubated with a mouse anti-BrdU antibody (Becton Dickinson; 1:100) for 30 min at room temperature.Either antibody was visualized by using a biotinylated horse anti-mouse IgG (Vector Laboratories; 1:200).

Abbreviations: BrdU, bromodeoxyuridine; GCL, granule cell layer; SGZ, subgranular zone; PCNA, proliferating-cell nuclear antigen; CNP, 2′,3′-cyclic nucleotide 3′-phosphodiesterase.
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the Vector ABC Elite kit, and H$_2$O$_2$/diaminobenzidine (DAB) with 0.02% cobalt chloride and 0.02% nickel ammonium sulfate to yield a black reaction product. Sections were counterstained by using 0.1% basic fuchsin.

For peroxidase double-immunostaining for oligodendrocyte markers, sections were first immunoreacted for BrdU as described above. After PBS rinsing and blocking, sections were incubated overnight at 4°C with either mouse anti-O4 (Boehringer Mannheim; 1:100) or mouse anti-2',3'-cyclic nucleotide 3'-phosphodiesterase (CNP) (Boehringer Mannheim; 1:100). O4 immunoreactivity was visualized by using a peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgM (Jackson ImmunoResearch; 1:100), and H$_2$O$_2$/DAB, which produces a brown precipitate. CNP immunoreactivity was visualized by using a biotinylated horse anti-mouse IgG (Vector Laboratories; 1:200), the Vector ABC Elite kit, and H$_2$O$_2$/DAB. Immunopositivity for BrdU could be distinguished from that for the glial markers on the basis of color (black vs. brown) and distinct subcellular localization (nuclear vs. cytoplasmic).

For immunofluorescence double-labeling for BrdU and neuronal markers, we perfused 32 days after the final of five BrdU injections with 0.9% saline, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB), pH 7.4. Blocks of brain tissue were postfixed in PFA–PB for 6 hr at 4°C, then served in the same aforementioned hippocampal regions, including the dentate gyrus, as DNA repair or apoptosis (22, 23). To verify the presence of cell-proliferative activity in the dentate gyrus, we examined tissue sections from the same brains immunolabeled with antibodies against PCNA, an endogenous marker expressed in nuclei of cells engaged in the cell cycle (24). Cells with PCNA-immunopositive nuclei, including “doublets,” were observed in the same aforementioned hippocampal regions, except in the GCL proper. This result provided independent confirmation of the presence of cell proliferative activity in the dentate gyrus (Fig. 1d).

The presence of BrdU-labeled cells in the dentate gyrus at 75 days postinjection (the longest survival period examined) indicated that at least some newly generated cells survive more than 2 months after incorporating BrdU. Such an extended survival argues against both the possibility of a rapid turnover of new cells and of BrdU cytotoxicity (25) at the doses used in this study. In sum, these results indicate that, as in humans and other mammals, the dentate gyrus of macaque monkeys retains progenitor cells into adulthood.

New Neurons. To determine whether BrdU-labeled cells in the hippocampus expressed a neuronal phenotype, we used double-label immunofluorescence for BrdU and either of two neuronal markers, NeuN (26, 27) or TuJ1 (28). The phenotype of BrdU-labeled cells at 32 days after the final of five daily injections was examined by using confocal microscopy to detect double-labeled cells. All cells that were double-labeled for BrdU and either NeuN or TuJ1 were located in the GCL and SGZ (Fig. 2), indicating the presence of newly generated neurons in the adult macaque monkey dentate gyrus. None of the BrdU-labeled cells in the hilus, molecular layer, or any other regions of the hippocampal formation also expressed the BrdU phenotype of NeuN or TuJ1 (Fig. 2). These findings indicated that at least some newly generated cells survived more than 2 months after incorporating BrdU. Such an extended survival argues against both the possibility of a rapid turnover of new cells and of BrdU cytotoxicity (25) at the doses used in this study. In sum, these results indicate that, as in humans and other mammals, the dentate gyrus of macaque monkeys retains progenitor cells into adulthood.

New Neurons. To determine whether BrdU-labeled cells in the hippocampus expressed a neuronal phenotype, we used double-label immunofluorescence for BrdU and either of two neuronal markers, NeuN (26, 27) or TuJ1 (28). The phenotype of BrdU-labeled cells at 32 days after the final of five daily injections was examined by using confocal microscopy to detect double-labeled cells. All cells that were double-labeled for BrdU and either NeuN or TuJ1 were located in the GCL and SGZ (Fig. 2), indicating the presence of newly generated neurons in the adult macaque monkey dentate gyrus. None of the BrdU-labeled cells in the hilus, molecular layer, or any other regions of the hippocampal formation also expressed immunoreactivity to the neuronal markers. Double-labeled cells had nuclei that varied in shape from round to oval to elongated. The elongated nuclei were similar in size and shape to nuclei of young neurons in the GCL.

NeuN immunofluorescence stained predominantly cell nuclei and only partially the surrounding cytoplasm (Fig. 2a–d). In BrdU/TuJ1 double-labeled cells, TuJ1 immunofluorescence was confined to the cytoplasm, often revealing a bipolar morphology that resembled an immature migrating neuron (29, 30), having a thick leading process directed into the GCL and a slender trailing process at the “hilal” pole of the cell (Fig. 2e–l). Although most double-labeled cells were oriented radially in the granule cell layer, occasionally BrdU/TuJ1-labeled cells were oriented obliquely or parallel to the GCL, with their nuclei at or near the SGZ (Fig. 2i–k). To ensure that
our double-label results did not reflect a fluorescent label artifact, we “switched” immunofluorescent markers and obtained similar results (e.g., Fig. 2 e–l).

Of an average of 11 BrdU-labeled cells in the SGZ/GCL per coronal section, an average of two of these cells per section were also TuJ1-labeled. Given that the macaque dentate gyrus extends approximately 19 mm rostrocaudally (from a M. mulatta brain atlas, by M. Schwarcbart and H.E. Rosvold, National Institutes of Health, and from MRI images of four M. mulatta brains in our collection), and the coronal sections were 40-μm thick, we thus estimate that the total number of BrdU/TuJ1 double-labeled cells present at 32 days after five daily BrdU injections is approximately 1,000 per hippocampus. This number represents 0.02% of the total neuronal population [4.8 million neurons (31)] in the macaque monkey GCL. Thus we approximate that one-fifth of this fraction, or 0.004% of the total GCL population, were generated per day (see Discussion).

New Glia. The BrdU-labeled cells in the dentate gyrus that were immunonegative for the neuronal markers could represent undifferentiated progenitors, new neurons that did not stain, or new nonneuronal cells. At least some of the newly generated nonneuronal cells in the dentate gyrus become astrocytes in adult macaque monkeys (19) as well as in humans (14). To determine whether oligodendroglia are also generated in the adult monkey dentate gyrus, we used immunoperoxidase double-labeling for BrdU and either of two independent markers expressed by oligodendrocytes, O4 (32) or CNP (33). In the hilus and GCL, some of the BrdU-labeled nuclei were surrounded by cytoplasm immunopositive for O4 or CNP (Fig. 3), indicating that, in addition to astrocytes and neurons, oligodendrocytes also comprise part of the population of newly generated cells in the adult monkey dentate gyrus.

DISCUSSION

Our results indicate that, in addition to new astrocytes (19), new cells with oligodendroglial and neuronal features are generated in the dentate gyrus of adult macaque monkeys. We infer that the new neurons are generated from progenitor cells in the SGZ, based on their immature appearance and their localization at or near the SGZ, the only region of the hippocampus known to produce neurons during adulthood in other species (5, 10).

It is unknown whether the new neurons, oligodendrocytes, and astrocytes in the macaque monkey GCL are each generated from a distinct committed progenitor, or whether all are derived from a multipotent progenitor. The existence of such multipotent neural stem cells in the adult dentate gyrus in vivo has been inferred from in vitro and transplantation experiments (34, 35). Our finding that, in macaques, all three neural cell lineages are generated in or near a discrete region—the SGZ—provides further support for the in vivo existence of a multipotent neural stem cell in the adult primate brain.

Previous studies in adult rodents (5) and perinatal monkeys (36) have shown that new neurons originate from progenitors in the SGZ, then migrate into the GCL where they differentiate. Our results suggest that this sequence of events transpires in adult monkeys as well. The immature, bipolar shape of double-labeled cells we observed in the SGZ/GCL resembles that of migrating young neurons during hippocampal development in this species (29, 30). Migration during development...
is supported and guided by radial glial fibers that penetrate through the GCL; these fibers are also present in adulthood in monkeys (29, 30) and thus may provide a substrate for the migration of new neurons in the adult dentate gyrus. Although the BrdU-labeled neurons described in adult human dentate gyrus had a mature morphology, and the presence of immature neurons was not noted (14), our findings in macaque monkeys suggest that these cells in humans may also undergo a similar series of developmental stages and do not originate de novo from preexisting mature neurons.

The primary goal of the present study was to test the existence of neurogenesis in the adult macaque monkey. Nonetheless, some provisional estimates regarding cell number and its potential significance can be ventured. In the adult macaque monkey, we estimated that at least 0.004% of the neuronal population in the GCL are new neurons generated per day, i.e., one new neuron per 24,000 existing GCL neurons per day. In a similar study performed in adult mice that received BrdU injections (the same dose as that used in the present study) and also survived 1 mo postinjection, it was
estimated that more than one new neuron in 2,000 existing granule neurons was generated per day (6). This fraction in rodents is an order of magnitude larger than our estimate in the macaque monkey. Considering that the duration of S phase of neural progenitors in monkeys is less than 1 day and is similar to that in rodents (20), it thus appears that in macaque monkeys, as in humans (14), there is considerably less adult hippocampal neurogenesis than in rodents. It remains to be determined whether the reduced neurogenesis in these Old World primates reflects lower rates of neuronal production, survival, or both.

The reasons for the apparent reduction of neurogenesis in adult macaque monkeys and humans are unclear. Nonetheless, this reduction is in harmony with the general decline of adult neurogenesis during vertebrate evolution, which could be an adaptive strategy to maintain stable neuronal populations throughout life (2, 37). This hypothesis is consistent with the restriction of adult neurogenesis in the mammalian brain to phylogenetically older structures, i.e., the olfactory bulbs (38, 39) and hippocampal formation and its absence in the more recently evolved neocortex (2, 37, 40). Moreover, the reduced neurogenesis in the adult dentate gyrus of Old World primates may also be related to their prolonged period of adolescence and longer life span. Many studies of adult neurogenesis in rodents are based on animals that were 2–5 months of age (5, 6, 10, 41–43), whereas studies in Old World macaques, including the present one, tested animals older than 5 years of age (2, 18, 19, 37). When neurogenesis in the rodent is examined later in life, i.e., after 1 yr of age, which is considered senescence in these species, levels of neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus are drastically reduced (44, 45). If the macaque brain is examined at 2 postnatal months, the same age as “adult” rodents, there is a significant amount of neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus that even continues for several months (18, 19). By 4 years of age, the time at which macaques have attained sexual maturity, neurogenesis has declined. These observations suggest that levels of neurogenesis in the mammalian dentate gyrus may be more closely associated with absolute rather than relative age, i.e., 2-mo-old rodents and 2-mo-old macaques both show substantial neurogenesis. This hypothesis would predict that “adult” neurogenesis should be greater in short-lived early-maturing mammals than in longer-lived late-maturing Old World primates. This hypothesis is consistent with the findings of substantial neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus of “fast-maturing” mammals and New World monkeys examined at early ages, i.e., 7-mo- to 2.5-yr-old tree shrews (sexual maturity between 4 and 5 months) (13) and 3-yr-old marmosets (sexual maturity at 14 months) (12). Presumably, if these species were examined after 5 yr of age (i.e., the age of the monkeys in the present study), they would also show reduced levels of neurogenesis. Because of differences in the methods and experimental designs used in previous studies (e.g., survival times, dose and type of proliferation marker, environmental conditions), it is difficult to compare the amount of neurogenesis across species until identical experimental manipulations can be performed in several species in a single study.

Newly generated neurons in the adult primate dentate gyrus could either cumulatively add to the population of older cells, resulting in continuous growth of the GCL, or alternatively they could replace older neurons, without a net increase in cell number. In rodents, new neurons are added to the neuronal population, resulting in a gradual increase in granule cell number during adulthood (45–47). At least some of these new neurons extend axons (43, 48) and receive synaptic input (5, 49). Moreover, environmental enrichment can cause a further increase in the number of neurons in the GCL, suggesting a functional role for new neurons in adult brain plasticity (10). In contrast, such neuronal accumulation may not occur in Old World primates. Cell-counting studies indicate that the number of neurons in the normal human GCL remains relatively stable throughout most of postnatal life, despite a lifetime of enriched experiences (16, 50, 51). For example, the number of neurons in the GCL of an 11-mo-old child was similar to that of adults (16). In macaques, other neuronal elements in the dentate gyrus (e.g., the total number of synapses) also remain stable from 4 to 35 years of age (52), suggesting that there is no increase in neuron number. That there seems to be no significant net accumulation of neurons in the primate GCL implies that the rate of neuronal production in adulthood is balanced by an equal rate of apoptosis and cell removal. Whether such turnover would ultimately replace all neurons in the primate GCL, like successive rows of shark teeth, or alternatively, would be restricted to a subpopulation in the GCL, consisting of young, recently generated cells, is an issue for future investigations. Thus in addition to differences between adult Old World primates and rodents in levels of adult neurogenesis, there may also be differences in the regulation of the ultimate fate of new neurons and their functional role.

Although neurogenesis in the adult dentate gyrus has been known for 3 decades in the rodent, its functional significance in any mammal remains largely unknown. The demonstration of adult neurogenesis in humans (14) and now in the macaque monkey raises further questions regarding its role in long-lived primates with elaborate cognitive and social capacities. For example, the understanding and treating of human brain disorders that implicate hippocampal dysfunction [e.g., temporal lobe epilepsy (53, 54), schizophrenia (55, 56)] may require consideration of the status and potential involvement

---

**Fig. 3.** Newly generated oligodendrocytes in the adult macaque dentate gyrus. These two examples show cells that are immunoperoxidase double-labeled; the black reaction product in the nucleus indicates BrdU, and the brown stain in the surrounding cytoplasm indicates the expression of oligodendrocyte-specific markers, CNP (a) or O4 (b). The cell in (a) is in the GCL and the cell in (b) is in the hilus of an adult monkey, 27 days after a single BrdU injection. (Bar = 10 μm.)
of ongoing neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus of affected patients. The present study, together with known similarities between macaque monkeys and humans in hippocampal anatomy and function (15, 16), establishes the macaque monkey as an invaluable, phylogenetically appropriate model for investigating various issues of adult neurogenesis in humans.
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